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Dearly beloveds in the Lord, 

Grace to you, and peace, from God our Mother-Father and our Lord Jesus Christ. The light 
outside is finally autumnal, signifying a change of season. I pray that the Spirit of the living 
Christ is empowering you for change – to endure the change that diminishes and demeans, and 
to effect the change that is for our flourishing.  

The Missional Logistics Team and the Spiritual Care Team have asked me to write to you 
concerning a change for Galileo Church. We are welcoming a young church plant into the Big 
Red Barn for their weekly Sunday morning worship and Tuesday choir practice. 

Champions and Survivors Worship Assembly is a black, LGBTQ-affirming church that started 
and experienced significant growth in Beaumont, Texas. In 2017 Hurricane Harvey wiped out 
the building where they met and scattered their members. Pastor Mike Campbell and his fiancé 
Keenan Frank relocated to DFW and began dreaming about starting over. They approached 
Galileo about subleasing the Big Red Barn a couple of months ago, and we have prayerfully 
contemplated their request. (You can read the minutes of a called, joint meeting of the MLT 
and SCT at the end of this letter.) 

This request raised big issues in our meetings and in our hearts.  

1. Justice and intersectionality. 

Galileo Church has spent years exploring how to leverage our strong commitment to justice 
for LGBTQ+ people for the sake of justice in other areas of human identity. Specifically we 
have identified our own (mostly) white privilege and fragility, and have yearned for the 
repair and reconciliation of relations with African-American Christians. I will not recite a list 
of all the books we’ve read, seminars we’ve held, speakers we’ve invited, and relationships 
we’ve cultivated – that would sound prideful and petulant. But we have learned well the 
complexity of the conversation around race and church; and we have never found a clear 
path to embodying the yearning of our hearts for God’s own vision of a unified human 
family. 

And so we wonder: is it possible that sharing literal square footage with a body of black 
Christians, whose worship, theology, culture, music, vocabulary, and life experiences differ 
significantly from ours, could instigate the tearing down of dividing walls between us? “For 
[Jesus] is our peace; in his flesh he has made both groups into one and has broken down 
the dividing wall, that is, the hostility between us” (Ephesians 2:14). Walking on the same 
holy ground of the Big Red Barn won’t be sufficient, of course; but we are enlivened by the 



possibilities for friendship, co-labor, and common vision between Champions & Survivors 
Worship Assembly and Galileo Church. 

2. Privilege and open hands. 

Galileo Church has long identified with institutional lack. That is, we don’t have a building or 
the money to get one; we don’t have prestige or power; we aren’t winning any beauty 
contests for the rough-n-ready way we configure ourselves. We remember our evictions 
and hate mail and financial insecurity with a certain measure of pride. Our struggles have 
galvanized our collective identity. 

But conversations with Champions & Survivors have asked us to re-evaluate our self-
understanding, and recognize our substantially privileged existence. Galileo was formed by 
a white, cis/het person with a wide web of denominational connections that could be 
leveraged for financial support. (That’s me.) And we have settled into the Big Red Barn with 
a landlord who (mostly, most of the time) trusts us and treats us fairly. Yes, our furniture is 
second-hand, but the wealth represented in the gifts we’ve received, even lately as we’ve 
furnished the new annex, is considerable. Indeed, we paid $10,000 to collaborate with the 
landlord in the building of that annex, money we had from an unexpected denominational 
gift, and never even felt the sting. 

Champions & Survivors has none of that privilege. Their existence, and the efforts of Pastor 
Mike (black, gay, no denominational connections [largely because he’s black and gay], no 
outside financial help) to get this new church off the ground, reveal to us the reality of our 
own situation. No, we are not as wealthy and stable as many traditional churches built on 
generations of effort. (Would we want to be?) But yes, we have come to a place in our 
development that we suddenly have abundant gifts to share. 

The main gift we’ve got: a barn, beautifully furnished for making beauty for our God-Who-
Is-Beautiful, which is mostly empty and unused most days of the week.  

We have often said that at Galileo we are practicing “open hands.” Rather than clutching 
tightly the relationships, the religious traditions, and the theological beliefs we have been 
given, we open our hands to let them go, and trust God to fill our hands with just what we 
need in due time. This is a Christological move: “Let the same mind be in you that was in 
Christ Jesus, who, though he was in the form of God, did not regard equality with God as 
something to be exploited, but emptied himself, taking the form of a slave, being born in 
human likeness. And being found in human form, he humbled himself and became obedient 
to the point of death—even death on a cross” (Philippians 2:5-8). 

We are not contemplating obedience to the point of death, thanks be to God. But we are 
wondering whether we can open our hands to release our comfort in the Big Red Barn, our 
sense of “ownership” in that space we don’t own, in order to share it with those who need 
what we’ve got. No doubt, we will release some of the stability we’ve earned. No doubt, 
God will give us back something better if we keep our hands open. 

 



3. Embodied institutional memory. 

Memory is a prevalent theme in the Judeo-Christian story, and memories are passed from 
one generation to the next even when the “memory” is no longer literal, but an imagined 
memory that forms our faithful identity. The Israelites (and contemporary Jews) were 
exhorted to “Remember that you were slaves in the land of Egypt, and God brought you 
out…” (see Deuteronomy 6:20-25, e.g.) long past the time that any individual among them 
actually remembered the experience of enslavement. 

Similarly, Christians say at the communion table each week, “We remember that on the 
night he was betrayed, Jesus took bread…” when none of us was present to witness, and 
therefore remember, the Last Supper. What we have is an institutional memory, which is 
the community’s commitment to bring the past into the present and let it form our 
embodied expression of faith. 

Galileo Church has an institutional memory that is entirely relevant to our decision to share 
space with Champions & Survivors Worship Assembly. We remember all the hours we spent 
driving Mansfield roads and praying for any space big enough to house a couple dozen 
worshipers, and doing it all over again when we needed space for 40. We remember the 
times we thought we had found a home, only to be kicked out when the owners found out 
how collectively queer we are. 

We remember renting space for only a few hours on Sunday nights, meaning that we had to 
bring in every single piece of equipment and décor for worship, set it up from scratch, and 
take it all down after worship every single week. Every speaker and microphone, the sound 
board and every cable. Every pallet for the prayer wall, every communion dish. Every 
candle, every crate, every lamp, every flag. In some places, every single chair and table had 
to be stacked, stored, packed, unpacked, every single Sunday. The toddler corral. The G-Kids 
space. The baptistery and the cross, living in my garage, strapped onto the Subaru for 
transport whenever we needed them.  

Having Champions & Survivors Worship Assembly in our worship space is going to require 
more setup and takedown than we have had to do in quite some time. There are few 
people remaining at Galileo who actually remember what it was like to spend two hours 
sweating before worship to get all the accouterments arranged, and inviting every 
worshiper to stay after worship to help put it all away. But as one whose body holds that 
memory deeply, let me testify: the rebuilding of all that beauty every week, and the sense 
that we were making it together, made our church strong. Taking it down every Sunday 
made it clear that Galileo Church was never a building – it was a people, brought together 
for prayerful worship and sent forth into the world to be the hands and feet of Jesus. I loved 
it. I even kinda miss it. 

Not that we’ll have to dismantle and reset everything in the BRB for this space-sharing 
arrangement. But there will be more work, every week. We will grumble and kvetch. Our 
stuff will show signs of use by bodies other than our own. But we remember – don’t we? – 
that this is what sets us apart from more settled, traditional churches. We’re making room 



for people who have no room. “Once you were not a people, but now you are God’s 
people; once you had not received mercy, but now you have received mercy” (1 Peter 2:10). 
We remember, and memory drives us forward. 

I encourage you to talk through those three issues with your #churchfriends, perhaps even in 
your next G-group meeting. I urge you to be prayerful along with the Missional Logistics Team, 
the Spiritual Care Team, and the pastoral staff. We pray that our relationship with Champions & 
Survivors will produce joys that far outweigh the pain-in-the-ass inevitability that comes with 
such an arrangement. We pray that our whole church will recognize the fingerprints of God on 
this project. We pray that both our churches will flourish – Galileo and Champions & Survivors – 
pulling the reign of God ever nearer by our collective efforts to live it out. 

Here are some practicalities you should be informed about: 

A. We have a Letter of Agreement with Champions & Survivors that spells out scores of details 
for each church’s mutual responsibility in making this arrangement work. The LOA calls for 
regular meetings of the two churches’ leaders and clear communication to prevent the 
deterioration of relationship. If you would like to see that LOA, just ask. 

B. C&S will help Galileo shoulder the financial cost of using the space. They’ll pay us $350 per 
week, which will offset our rent, utility payments, supply costs, and custodial fees (yes, 
we’re hiring a custodial company! thanks be to God!). We’ll also pay a profit-sharing 
percentage to our landlord above monthly rent. 

This income stream from C&S, after all the expenses we’ve forecast, will be just enough to 
replace the income stream from occasional rentals (weddings, quinceañeras, etc.) in our 
budget. Going forward, only co-conspirators and participating friends of Galileo Church 
will be able to rent the Big Red Barn for special events, which comes as a huge relief to 
those who have labored to generate income by renting to strangers. Many thanks to Jessica 
Ball for carrying that burden for quite some time. 

C. To make this work, we need more volunteers of two specific kinds: 

a. We need more people on the weekly setup/cleanup teams. Each team has an 
assigned Sunday – first of the month, second of the month, etc. – and we’d like to 
double our team size. Setup begins at 4 pm and cleanup takes about half an hour 
after worship. There are plenty of instructions for beginners, and the saying is true: 
“Many hands make light work.” If you’re able to be part of a once-monthly team, 
please let me know ASAP. 

b. We need liaisons to attend C&S gatherings: Tuesday choir practice (7-9 pm) and 
Sunday worship (11 am to 2 pm? times still being worked out). This won’t last 
forever, but for some weeks, we’d like to have someone on-site with C&S to make 
sure they can find what they need, and make the best use of the space. If you’re 
available for either time slot, whether for one week or several, please let me know 
ASAP. 



Finally, siblings in Christ: Please be assured that your pastoral staff, your Missional Logistics 
Team, and your Spiritual Care Team would not make a decision as large as this one without 
careful consideration of the costs, and without assurance achieved in prayer and discernment 
that the possibilities for good far outweigh the risks in such an arrangement. And please be 
assured that if, at any point, the leadership of either church determines that sharing space is 
not for our churches’ flourishing, we’ve given each other room for renegotiation and even 
cancellation of our agreement. 

Moreover, be assured that the God who calls us to embody faithful, generous love for our 
neighbors is Godself faithful and generously loving. We can only share that which we have 
already been given. And so this project is born of gratitude.  

“The One who supplies seed to the sower and bread for food will supply and multiply your seed 
for sowing and increase the harvest of your righteousness. You will be enriched in every way for 
your great generosity, which will produce thanksgiving to God… Through the testing of this 
ministry you glorify God by your obedience to the confession of the gospel of Christ and by the 
generosity of your sharing with them… Thanks be to God for God’s indescribable gift!” (2 
Corinthians 9:10-15, edited) 

Thanks be to God. 

In love and courage, 

 

 

Rev. Dr. Katie Hays for the Missional Logistics Team, Spiritual Care Team, and pastoral staff 

 

  



Called MLT/SCT Meeting 
2019.09.28, Galileo Christian Church, Big Red Barn 

Present: Amber L, Andrea G, Brandi G, David G, David L, Eleanor G, Jessica B, Josh B, Katie H (by 
Skype from Chicago), Kimberly G, Marilyn B, Nathan S, Remi S, Tyler A  

Reason for called meeting: We have been in conversation with Mike Campbell, founding pastor 
of Champions and Survivors Worship Assembly – a black, queer-affirming church plant that 
flourished in Beaumont, TX until a hurricane blew away their building and scattered their 
members. Champions & Survivors is seeking to sublease the Big Red Barn for worship, Bible 
study, and choir practice because (1) their pastor Mike Campbell has relocated to Arlington and 
wants to start his church again; and (2) the missional priorities of our two churches align, 
especially regarding justice for LGBTQ+ people.  

We have explored the compatibility of our churches’ schedules, the relative difficulty of 
resetting the stage (and other spaces) on Sundays, the adequacy of our sound system for C&S 
worship, our landlord’s permission for a long-term arrangement, and the additional costs of 
custodial work. We have wondered about the possibilities of our two churches collaborating in 
intersectional work, dialogue, and companionship in seasons to come. We have been upfront 
about our hesitancy to give up hard-earned stability in our own dedicated space. This meeting 
was necessary because we had not reached a clear consensus; and C&S needed an answer 
sooner than our regularly scheduled monthly meetings would allow. 

Following a prayer for discernment, we proceeded to talk about four questions Katie posed in 
our Facebook groups for MLT and SCT several days earlier. We considered FB comments from 
MLT and SCT members who could not attend this meeting. 

1) “Is this the right thing to do? Like, ethically, Christianly, is it probably true that we should 
leverage our tremendous privilege for the sake of this black, queer church waiting to be 
born, but without so many privileges that Galileo has been granted (money, het-cis lead 
pastor for start-up, tons of denominational connections, whiteness)?” 

a) Short answer – Yes. This is the Christian, ethical, right thing to do.  

b) Even though this is ‘right’, there is concern that we could do it wrong. For example: 

i) We could come to resent each other, these two churches, for being so proximate to 
each other, having to make sacrifices for each other. 

ii) We could preserve indefinitely a hierarchy of “us” and “them,” where we always 
hold the power and they are “guests” in “our” space. Can we begin, right from the 
start, to imagine movement towards a partnership where we are in this all 
together…? [Lord, in your mercy, hear our prayer.] 

2) Is this financially feasible? Like, if we need to hire custodial help, and share profits with our 
landlord (apart from the rent), and buy more supplies, and pay higher utilities, does this 
make financial sense? 



a) Adlai is asking for 25% of the sublease income, but not increasing our rent or utilities 
payments from the previously agreed upon amounts for our five-year lease beginning in 
2020. [Thanks be to God.] 

b) We’ll need to spend money on custodial work, probably for 2x monthly cleaning. 

i) Keep in mind: we were already seeking a new solution for monthly cleaning, as our 
“come if you can” method was leaving a small group of people burned out (see 
“resentment threshold” above). Perhaps this sublease is the financial boost we need 
to afford what we already needed to do. 

ii) Could we do one paid cleaning per month, and one volunteer cleaning? 

iii) Could we test several ways to get more volunteers involved – Sunday nights? G-
groups? Cooperation with C&S?  

iv) Jessica is seeking bids from custodians for a monthly deep clean, along with weekly 
supplemental cleanings. We’ll be able to make a good decision about this soon. 

3) Is our church (are the people of our church) ready to take up this responsibility? Like, can we 
get enough help with increased weekly setup/cleanup to avoid approaching the resentment 
threshold too soon? Can we adjust to sharing our space, and our stuff, in ways that make us 
better, more softhearted people in the long run? Can we persuade the church that doing the 
right thing is worth the effort? (If we cannot, this is a problem, bigger than whether we end 
up sharing space with this sister church.) 

a) We need a pastoral letter to invite the church into this justice work, communicating all 
the ways this new situation aligns with our missional priorities, and inviting co-
conspirators into specific and helpful participation. 

b) We need to include in our Letter of Agreement regular, frequent, face-to-face meetings 
with Mike and C&S leadership to keep communication very open about the space-
sharing details. 

c) We need to make sure both Galileo and Champions & Survivors can get out of this 
sublease if it is detrimental to either congregation’s health. 

4) Think through the worst-case scenario: poor communication leads to resentment; building 
use is too taxing for the physical structure; boundaries aren’t respected; ministries are 
curtailed due to lack of energy/space/time; relationship negotiations take up 
disproportionate time for staff, MLT, others. Given that we can’t know the answers to these 
questions in advance, is the possibility of failure a price we’re willing to pay? Can we 
carefully, proactively, prayerfully avoid the very worst case?  

a) Yep, we think we can. 

b) With God’s help, we can. 

c) Katie will contact Mike. Eleanor, Jessica, and Katie will begin work on the Letter of 
Agreement. Champions & Survivors will start worship in the Big Red Barn on 10/20.  


